
Chapter 551 

“Absolutely not?!” 

Regnar never dreamed that Mr. Song would refuse so simply. 

It seems that the Old Master Song didn’t even think about it, so he rejected him! 

why? ! 

Why? ! 

Wu family is stronger than Song family. This son is the eldest grandson of the Wu family. To put it 

bluntly, he is the most outstanding young talent in Aurous Hill. 

How many girls from big families even took the initiative to give in, in order to hook up with this son. 

He likes Warnia, that is to give Song family face! 

After all, it was Song family who climbed up using the Wu’s! 

There are ten thousand reasons to agree, but shouldn’t have half the reason to refuse. 

But they refused without hesitation, why? 

Why do they look down on Wu’s family so much? 

So, he asked a little bit angrily: “Uncle Song, do you think our Roger is not worthy of your Warnia?” 

The Old Master Song wanted to say something subconsciously, he didn’t deserve! 

What international joke are you making with me? Can Roger be compared with Mr. Wade? 

In his eyes, this precious son, compared to Mr. Wade, is not even a single hair. 

After all, this baby son has no ability to make the old man young even for a month. 

But Mr. Wade can make him young for at least ten years! 

Moreover, Mr. Wade has an extraordinary ability to reach the sky, how can a junior in Wu family think of 

that? 

However, the Wu family is a family friend of the Song family after all, so Mr. Song can’t speak too 

bluntly, otherwise it would be too hurtful to them. 

So he said calmly: “Regnar, don’t be too excited. This kind of thing is not my final say. As you know, 

freedom of love, freedom of marriage, and Warnia’s matters are all up to her own decision. It’s not easy 

to call the shots from my place in this time and age.” 

Regnar shook his head and said, “Uncle Song, don’t you know what is going on in our family? In our 

family, no matter boys or girls, there is no such thing as freedom of love and freedom of marriage? You 

have to follow the family’s arrangements? Uncle Song, if you agree, I believe Warnia will not disobey 

you.” 

Their kind of family has always paid attention to the right family and marriage. 



He originally thought that as long as he asked Warnia to marry Roger, the Old Master Song would agree 

with joy. After all, the Wu family was still above the Song family in terms of strength, and Warnia would 

consider this a high climb. 

And Warnia’s age is also right, even passing the best marriage age. 
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In these top big families, the girls are usually in their twenties, and their marriages are already 

scheduled. 

Moreover, most of them are twenty-two or three years old and get married as soon as they graduate 

from college. 

So Regnar hoped that Mr. Song could directly mention this matter to Warnia, and even directly ask her 

to accept the marriage. 

Most girls in large families have the awareness of family arrangements for marriage. As long as the 

elders of the family make arrangements, the younger generations will naturally obey. 

Father Song didn’t expect that he declined Regnar, but Regnar retreated without knowing it was 

difficult. 

So he could only chuckled and waved his hand: “Actually, to be honest, Warnia is still young and I 

haven’t wanted to marry her yet. After all, her brother is not married yet.” 

Regnar blurted out, “Boys can wait more, but girls can’t do it! Getting married when you are twenty-four 

or five years old is the best annualization. If you wait until you get married at thirty, your own value will 

be at a great discount!” 

Mr. Song smiled faintly: “In front of people who really like her, twenty-four or five years old is no 

different from thirty, or even forty or fifty years old, but in front of people who don’t like her, twenty-

four or five years old, There may be a huge change from the age of twenty-six or seventeen. Therefore, I 

hope that my granddaughter can marry the former rather than the latter.” 

Roger hurriedly said: “Grandpa Song, if you are willing to marry Warnia to me, I will always treat her like 

my first love!” 

Mr. Song nodded and said, “I believe you will, but it depends on Warnia’s intentions, not that I can call 

the shots.” 

Regnar felt a little unhappy. 

I have said so much, you always refuse, my son even made a promise, you are still rejecting, what do 

you mean? Looking down on my Wu family? 

After a moment of silence, he said, “Uncle Song, I dare to ask, if you keep rejecting my kindness, is there 

a better candidate for the Song family than Roger?” 



Father Song saw that the other party was pressing hard every step of the way. If he still did Tai Chi, the 

other party would definitely persevere. So he nodded and said seriously: “I don’t want to hide it, I really 

have a good candidate in my heart.” 

After all, he added: “Warnia actually has a good candidate in her heart, and the two of us are optimistic 

about the same person.” 

When Roger heard this, he felt extremely disappointed. He finally met a woman who made him so 

tempted. He didn’t expect that the other family would not look down upon him, and also revealed that 

she already has a lover! 

Regnar also felt shocked, and there was a bit of anger that was hard to conceal in the eyes of Mr. Song. 

dmn, this bad Old Master’s eyesight is so dmn high that even our Wu family can’t even look at him? He’s 

going to heaven! 

Thinking of this, he frowned and asked, “Uncle Song, since this person can make you look down on the 

Wu family, then he must be a child of the Eastcliff family?” 

Grandpa Song shook his head and said, “No… the young man is just an ordinary person, not a member of 

any family at all. I even heard that he is an orphan and entered the orphanage at the age of eight.” 

When Regnar heard this, he suddenly became a little angry, and he blurted out: “Where is an orphan 

who doesn’t even have parents than Roger, and where can you make Uncle Song look at him 

differently?” 

Old Master Song laughed and said, “Sometimes people can’t compare wealth, family, and background, 

and sometimes they have more abilities than others.” 

Regnar frowned and asked, “Uncle Song, do you think our family has no meaning?” 

“Of course not.” Old Master Song said with a smile: “I mean, people always have their own strengths 

and weaknesses. For example, Mr. Regnar is good everywhere, but he can’t play basketball, and another 

person may Nothing is good, but in basketball very good, and a girl is attracted by the latter’s basketball 

skills. This cannot be said that the latter is better than Roger, it can only be said that the latter is better 

an attraction for a girl.” 

At this time, Old Song’s inner monologue was: “Regnar, where do you come from so much nonsense? 

You said so much. Not only did you become ignorant and forgot to retreat when you knew it was 

difficult, you even continued to chirp with me while licking your face. Do I have to make it clear to your 

face that your son is only a poop of sh!t in my eyes?” 

 


